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KM MATHEMATICS

K.CC Counting & Cardinality

K.CC.1 Counts to 100 by ones and by tens

K.CC.2 Counts forward beginning with a given number

K.CC.3 Writes and represents number form 0-20

K.CC.4 Understands the relationships between numbers and quantities

K.CC.5 Counts to answer"How many?"up to 20 things

K.CC.6 Identfies greater than less than or equal to between two groups

K.CC.7 Compares two written numbers between 1 and 10

K.OA Operations & Algebraic Thinking

K.0A.1 Represents addition and subtractin in multiple ways

K.OA.2 Solves addition and subtraction word problems within 10

K.OA.3 Decomposes ((breaks apart) numbers less than or equal to 10 in more than one way

K.OA.4 Given a numbers 1 to 9 , finds the number that makes 10

K.OA.5 Fluently adds and subtracts within 5

K.NBT Numbers & operations in Base Ten

K.NBT.1 Decomposes numbers from 11-19 in multiple ways

K.NBT.2 Composes (makes)numbers 11-19using one 10 and the number of ones

K.MD Measurement and Data

K.MD.1 Describes measurable attrbutes of objects (ie length, weight, etc.)

K.MD.2 Directly compares two objects with measureable attributes

K.MD.3 Classifies, sorts, and counts objects within given categories

K.MD.4 Identifies money, penny, nickel, dive, and quarter

K.MD5 Understands the value of money, penny, nickel, dime and quarter

K.G Geometry

K.G.1 Describes objects by names and shapes as well as relative position

K.G.2 Correctly names shapes regardless of orienation or size

K.G.3 Identifies shapes as two -or three dimensional

K.G.4 Analyzes and compares similarities and differences between 2 & 3 dimensional shapes

K.G.5 Modes, builds and draws shapes from manipulatives

K.G.6 Composes simple shapes to form larger shapes

K.W Writing

KL2D Writes letters to represent sounds in words

KDW1 Uses complete sentences

KDW1 Writing types

KW3 Independently writes: a simple story

KW2 Informational writing

KW1 Opionions about a topic

KLG Language

KL1a Prints using standard letter formation

KL2a Uses capital lettes approprately

KL2b Speaks and expresses ideas clearly

KL2c Uses puncuation at the end of a sentence

GRADING PERIOD

Evaluation Key  Y= Achieved Standard;  I= Improving;  N= Needs Improvement, below expectation

Areas Left Blank were not evaluated this quarter 


